
LED…TO ERR or NOT TO AIR 
 
It’s time to get serious and put the air back in LEDs.  Let’s face it, to not air may be the biggest error an 
LED manufacturer of replacement self-ballasted lamps or retro-fit LED fixtures will ever make.  Let’s 
start the discussion on facts and outcomes.  I know facts are indisputable and hearsay can be compelling 
anecdotal evidence.  Joe said this and John and Stacy told me that.  Unfortunately, we are still in the 
early stages of the LED lighting paradigm shift and far too many old myths are still floating around and 
need revisiting… especially correcting the “don’t use fans for cooling” crowd. 
 
Fans, for instance, have been around since the time of the Pharaohs.  Maybe not electric—but just the 
same—cooling by convection, which is one of the ways we humans cool ourselves.  The principal of the 
Roman times isn’t all that different today.  Did the slaves really “cool” the Pharaohs?  Or, did changing 
the temperature of the skin cause a “perceived” cooling effect by changing the skin temperature 
through evaporation of the Pharaoh’s perspiration—the oven stopped baking and perspiration stopped—
one of our body’s natural cooling control mechanisms; of course this only worked until the slaves 
stopped waiving their large ivory fans trimmed with Ostrich feathers; then off to the Lion’s den they 
were taken! 

In essence, when the ambient temperature is above body temperature, then radiation, conduction, and 
convection all transfer heat into the body rather than out. Since there must be an equivalent outward 
heat transfer to reach a neutral body temperature the only mechanisms left under those conditions are the 
evaporation of perspiration from the skin and the evaporative cooling from exhaled moisture (ahhh, 
those wonderful little things called fans). Even when one is unaware of perspiration, physiology texts 
quote an amount of about 600 grams per day of "insensate loss" of moisture from the skin.  

Makes sense—sounds much like a heat sink, right?  Absolutely, and the following will confirm the basic 
tenets of thermodynamics and the similarity to convection heat sinks (passive) and fan-cooled heat sinks 
(active).  OK, we were talking about the human body and perspiration and what does that have to do 
with fans or even heat sinks—only in the sense that the process of removing heat and moving air are 
very much the same and the analogy is easy to follow. 

But let’s look back a bit and just maybe those anti-fan folks will get it and get on with it…fans are cool 
(oh yes…pun intended) and even one of the great innovator’s of our time, Steve Jobs, learned this the 
hard way.  

Steve Jobs and the Apple III 

One of the early Job’s designs, the Apple III, did not include a fan but instead relied on convection 
cooling, which made it quiet while in operation. The Apple III was a relatively conservative design for 
computers of the era. However, Steve Jobs did not want the computer to have a fan; rather, he wanted 
the heat generated by the electronics to be dissipated through the chassis of the machine, forgoing the 
cooling fan (do you hear the familiar ring of no fans for LED cooling somewhere in all this?) 

Unfortunately, the physical design of the case was not sufficient to cool the components inside it. By 
removing the fan from the design, the Apple III was prone to overheating. This caused the IC (integrated 
circuit) chips to disconnect from the motherboard. Customers who contacted Apple customer service 
were told to "raise the computers six inches in the air, and then let go", which would cause the ICs to fall 
back into place. 



Thousands of Apple III computers were recalled and, although a new model was introduced in 1983 to 
rectify the problems, the damage was already done. The refusal to use fans to cool the ICs was allegedly 
a source of many common, costly component failures in the first four Macintosh models. 

Thermal Runaway 

Now, let’s examine another cause of overheating ICs…referred to as thermal runaway, which is a 
situation where an increase in temperature changes the conditions in a way that causes further increases 
in temperature, often leading to a destructive result. It is a kind of uncontrolled positive feedback loop. 

In other words, "thermal runaway" describes a process which is accelerated by increased temperature, in 
turn releasing energy that further increases temperature. In electrical engineering thermal runaway is 
typically associated with increased current flow and power dissipation which can be very destructive to 
both the printed and integrated circuits.   

In effect, LEDs on a metal or laminate circuit board are ICs on PCBs, just like the original computer 
motherboards.  OK, sounds too technical but the path I’m leading you down is just like the early Apple 
III and Macintosh computers where the decision not to use fans to help cool the computer’s CPU for 
one, and the ICs, has the same potential destructive result for LED ICs.   

Frankly, anyone building replacement LED technology using the new generation of high output and 
high intensity LED chips is making a major blunder if they are not considering active cooling using fans.  
Quit listening to those who refuse to consider fans for cooling not only the LEDs but also the driver 
electronics and the power supplies that are populated with ICs.  Below I will address the false and 
unsubstantiated innuendo against the use of fans.  

Convection cooling just doesn’t cut it when we are attempting to replace 250w to 1000w HID bulbs with 
comparable light output replacement LED lamps or retro-fit LED kits.  To install a replacement LED 
lamp or retro-fit LED kit in a set fixture form-factor (the dedicated space inside the fixture housing) 
requires a unique handling of the heat generated from LEDs, the driver electronics and power supplies to 
drive these powerful new lights.  If you have a football field to work with then by all means passive 
cooling is the way to go—OK, a bit of cynicism but I want to make sure you get the point. 

Radiation, Conduction and Convection 

There are multiple processes by which the body attempts to cool itself. Three of them are in constant 
activity at any time that we become overheated when our bodies are in an environment with a lower 
external temperature. These are called radiation, convection and conduction. They all operate according 
to the laws of thermodynamics. Essentially these laws state that a body or object that is warmer than its 
surroundings will lose that heat until the temperatures of both the object and the environment have 
reached equilibrium. The whole of your body radiates heat energy into the surrounding environment 
continuously. One helps this process by removing any layers of clothing that trap heat closer to the 
body. This is why heavy clothing is a bad idea in a hot environment. Convection involves the transport 
of energy by means of the motion of the heat transfer medium, in this case the air surrounding the body. 
Conduction is the transfer of heat from one medium to another via direct contact. In this case it would be 
like melting an ice cube in your hand. The warmth of your hand is transferring to the ice cube, raising its 
temperature and causing it to melt. 

In a similar mode we can use a fan to accomplish the same three objectives: the heat created by LEDs is 
energy (heat is one by-product) and can be radiated [usually through a heat sink] into the surrounding 
environment continuously in operation.  One way to help this process is to use a fan to move the heat 



energy from LEDs that is Radiating up to and through a heat sink—the heat cannot be cooled or 
similarly removed but can be moved by exciting the molecules of the material used in the heat sink 
(aluminum or copper, for instance) and then the heat sink begins the process of Conducting the radiated 
heat until the next transference takes place.  This is in the form of Convection or transporting of energy 
by means of the motion of the heat transfer medium, in this case a fan.  

Heat sinks can dissipate power (created heat) in three ways: Conduction (heat transfer from one solid to 
another), Convection (heat transfer from a solid to a moving fluid, for most LED applications the fluid 
will be air), or Radiation (heat transfer from two bodies of different surface temperatures by exciting 
molecules). 

As the fan moves the Radiated heat, causing a molecular excitement in the material the heat sink is made 
of, the heat sink material starts the Convection process, transporting heat via direct contact of the LEDs 
to the heat sink.  Then the heat is Conducted away as the ever-changing temperature of the heat sink 
material (exciting the material’s molecules) pulling the heat from hot to cold; the ice-cube effect of 
transferring the heat of the LEDs to the cooler surroundings of the heat sink material supported by a 
simple fan moving the heated air away from the heat sink.  This is referred to as active cooling. 

Old Habits; New Ideas 

Many industry old-timers were brought up with the notion to never use fans.  The bearings will give out; 
they run super hot and noisy and can easily seize up without notice.  So old is this adage that even many 
of the most knowledgeable wonks today still believe this old and dated thought.  I understand that the 
Department of Energy (DOE) believes fans should not be used as they are a potential ‘failure point’.  
However, this same DOE has allowed HID bulbs to explode in fixtures and burn down buildings but I 
guess that is OK…1250-1700°C for HID bulbs vs 45-85°C for active cooled LED lamps. 

Many of today’s fans are magnetic levitated or MagLev fans that have a life-rating up to 70,000 hours 
(that’s over 8 years operating 24 hour a day, 365 days per year).  Other benefits are the high CFM output 
these fans have (50-100 CFMs) as well as being small enough to fit in the palm of your hand.  The 
wattage to operate in negligible and the heat they can withstand is often in the 50-60°C range at the 
70,000 hour life rating.  One of the technological leaders in MagLev fans is Sunon, Inc., a company that 
his shipped well in excess of 60 Million of these highly efficient and long-life MagLev VAPO fans—
some smaller than a dime.   

Here’s why fans are critical and seldom fail: 

Let’s start with computers. Probably the most overlooked component inside of any computer (laptops 
and desktops alike) is the fan. These devices are very inexpensive with their primary purpose to keep a 
computer cool. CPU's and other chips inside the computer can become very hot, in fact hot enough to 
fry an egg or even hotter. So keeping the air flowing is critical. 

While in earlier personal computers it was possible to cool most components using natural convection or 
passive cooling, we know from the discussion above regarding the Apple III and early Macintosh 
computers that passive or convection cooling presented many problems—most modern components 
require more effective active cooling. 
 
To cool these IC components, fans are used to move heated air away from the components and draw 
cooler air over them. Fans attached to components are usually used in combination with a heat sink to 
increase the area of heated surface in contact with the air, thereby improving the efficiency of cooling.   



Today’s technologically advanced fans using the MagLev innovation are typically rated between 50,000 
to 80,000 hours (that's between 5 1/2 years to 9 years of continuous use 24/365).  For decades, friction 
and noise have been the root disadvantages for Traditional fan motors.  After long term operations, rubs 
between shaft and the inner surface of the bearing caused abrasions, in turn creating the noise and sway 
common in many fans…and eventual failure.  This is in great part the reason many today still express 
the outdated axiom “don’t use fans for cooling”. 

Now let’s move to other uses of fans we see on an everyday basis: cooling your car radiator to prevent 
your engine from overheating and forced air for heating and air conditioning your car…speaking of A/C 
we see fans in HVAC systems in residential, commercial and industrial uses; ceilings fans in our homes 
and offices, attic fans in our homes, vent fans in our bathrooms, window fans, fans used in equipment 
for cooling, fans in vacuum cleaners, home appliances such as hair dryers and clothes dryers, vent fans 
over our cooking stoves; and this list would not be complete if we failed to mention the fancy hand-held 
fans we use to keep us cool watching our kids’ sporting events—in fact, the list goes on and on and on.  
Fans are used so often, in fact, in the cooling of so many products and everyday items we use they often 
go unnoticed.  Take a walk around your home, office or building and start counting the fans in use and 
you’ll see that fans are virtually everywhere! 

By now I trust you see fans aren’t the issue—old and outdated thinking are and this thinking is 
contributing to many LED products not being brought to market or local codes being written that don’t 
allow LED products—or any products for that matter—that use fans.  This is blatantly a stupid decision 
and one that will keep the next generation of super high output LEDs from being innovated into 
tomorrow’s products.  The DOE needs to change its thinking as well. 

Many of today’s manufacturers are doing everything they can to innovate around the use of fans.  They 
are fearful of their products not having acceptance in the marketplace.  Instead, they should stand up and 
change this radically outdated and old adage and adopt a paradigm that will push for acceptance to add 
safety, integrity and longevity to the next generation of LED lamps and fixtures.  Without fans for 
cooling current and future high output LEDs, we may never see the very best that this emerging 
technology has to offer. 

Coupled with fans, emerging LED thermal technology should incorporate thermal fold-back (a heat 
induced auto-reduction of the drive current to the LEDs) as well as a fusing mechanism that provides a 
firewall to a catastrophic excessive heat failure incident. 

My Challenge to the Anti-Fan Critics 

I will jump out front on this issue and take any level of criticism the industry experts want to throw my 
way.  But in the end we will allow fans in our LED technology just like Steve Jobs finally came to 
include in every single computer ever made after the Apple III and early Mac failures and recalls. The 
fans will still be running long after the criticism ends! 
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